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WHEN ENTERTAINMENT TAKE PRECEDENCE 

OVER LOGIC AND NARRATIVE 

  

Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman; The three strongest and most likely the innovative 

DC Comics have ever come up with when it comes to characters from comic books. Batman 

and Superman have had movies, just like Wonder Woman, since the 1960 's and maybe earlier. 

They all have built a foundation for what defines them as superheroes and characters. They are 

also well-known characters who address the dangers, and all pay money for a cinema ticket to 

them contributing something of a kind of adventure feeling that never goes to achieve other-

wise.  

The characters are the basis to the hysteria about superheroes that have come to light since a 

few years back and still keep on. DC Comic that has probably achieved a positive response 

among its readers of their comic books than as viewers. The newspapers, however, has a better 

substance in its execution but it can only be a matter of taste. Marvel, however, has provided 

its audience and fans worldwide with a multi-billion systems of soon twenty movies about dif-

ferent characters that interact with each other. DC Comics trying to desperately hang after the 

trend of superheroes and do it with a broken leg and broken arm.  

They have not yet managed to make something visual and engaging enough in the audience 

than despite trying to ape its competitor in the market. This is evident with this film. It has many 

similarities with how Marvel tried to make their first group of superheroes in the same video 

earlier in the Avengers (2012) which then became a cornerstone of today's superheroes. Unlike 

Marvel DC Comics has nothing innovative system where they can plan the productions of film 

and TV series. DC Comics manages not enough knowledge to make it satisfactory in its audi-

ence.  

Justice League is an adequate example of such a performance in which every scene initially had 

an ulterior motive, a purpose but in the finished movie, it is not even noticeable. It was previ-

ously thought the film has led to a completely different result. The result, however, is not im-

pressive, albeit entertaining. The film has problems with rhythm, tempo and character develop-

ment where the whole concept seems to be contrived or not well thought out. Despite the fact 

that a movie with a group of Super Heroes is now a success on the global cinema market 
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depends, however, not that it is a well implemented video without its popular characters as the 

majority love since their first appearance. 

Ben Affleck (Batman), which makes its third appearance have new personality and character 

traits for each video. In this he jokes and have a positive influence on the part of its employees, 

unlike the previous films where he killed the bad guys. Those methods he carried out in Batman 

V Superman: Dawn of Justice, nothing that is recovered here. Henry Cavill (Superman) will be 

raised from the dead and adapted themselves unusually quickly to being back to life again. 

Cavill makes one of the strongest efforts in this movie when he not is represented as a uncertain 

character. GAL Gadot (Wonder Woman) continues its role here as Justice League's sole hero-

ine. She makes a solid effort but nothing that is strong enough. She has no drive in their char-

acter as opposed to the summer's earlier film about her: Wonder Woman (2017). Ezra Miller 

(Flash) is just as newcomer to gang as Marvel's Spider-man that was established in Spider-Man: 

Homecoming (2017). It is he who is the comic party throughout the film and had it not been for 

his performance, the film lost its substance and complexity. Jason Momoa (Aquaman) makes a 

decent debut as the superhero. Every time he is in the film's scenes are played rock music, just 

as it would have helped the audience for his character. The problems of pacing and plot where 

the whole last third of the film feels accelerated.  

However, it is a better villain/antagonist in this movie than BvS or Sucide Squad. They have 

humanized a villain instead of a group of characters with incredible abilities fight against a CGI 

monster that they too probably will defeat. In addition, there were more logic in how it was 

performed than earlier DC movies. This can be one step in the right direction, but DC Comics 

is not there yet. There is still a lot to fix. You can overlook a lot but there are some things in 

this program where it is not possible to do so, you should see it, it is for the characters and 

entertainment. 
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